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The Art of Art Installation 
 

 

 

 

 

Once you’ve acquired a new artwork there is the post-sale dilemma of 

installation. A large framed and glazed artwork, be it a painting, photograph or 

print can be of a significant weight making its transit, handling and installation 

all that more complex and sadly often results in some significant loses. 

 

Paul Beatson of Gallery Support Group discusses the professional approach to 

art installation. 
 

Depending on the value of the sale it may be possible that the new owner will receive the services of 

their gallerist’s technicians to deliver and install their new artworks. However, it does very much 

depend on the gallery’s approach to the value of the sale and the offer usually extends to the 

purchased work only. A gallery may well send a technician to install who is perfectly competent, 

knowledgeable and experienced at installing in their own pre-ordained gallery environment but may 

not appreciate the nuances of Georgian or Victorian architecture nor understand the latest guidelines 

on new build properties.  

 

So what of the purchaser whose value of sale does not merit a gallery technician as part of the ‘after-

sales service’? Are they left simply to read the instructions supplied with the work? With contemporary 

artists’ studios it is still all too common to be provided little more than a hint on an A4 page, 

explaining how to handle and install a piece correctly. Moreover should you purchase from an 

auction, the likelihood of instructions being part of the consignment is slim – while the risk of 

installation going wrong when not in experienced hands increases. 

 

For installations, invariably there is always a builder to ask – a particularly common route used far and 

wide from the ‘at home’ partners of art lovers left to deal with solving the installation issue to 

corporate facilities managers left with the challenges of installing the ‘boss’s’ latest purchase. So all 
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too often your builder is the obvious solution to reaching the goal of installing your artwork.  Certainly 

the advantage of this route is that they should know your walls better than most; the load bearings 

and pull test ratios, ducting work, electrical conduits etc. They certainly ought to know it far better 

than any gallery technician.  And here lies the conundrum for new purchaser – where to find balance 

between the knowledge of the builder and that of the art technician. Would your builder understand 

about UV degradation on perspex when he placed your artwork on a south facing room? Did the nice 

young art technician from the gallery not see the importance of avoiding piercing a hole in the new 

tanking of your basement which led to water ingress and unseen damage to the rear of your canvas? 

Did your Facilities Manager not account for client entertainment when placing your artwork in the 

office as red wine splashes appear ever more prevalent over your delicate gesso surface? The 

potential pitfalls are endless. 

 

Gallery Support Group’s basic Art Handler training manual extends to over 100 pages, the Art 

Technician manual is far more extensive: from understanding the ramifications of light and heat 

degradation to good handling practise, considered placement of works and general mitigation 

requirements to ensure good conservation/preservation procedures. Although most of what a 

professional Art Technician achieves can be taught the real value in a good Art Technician is in the 

intrinsic nature of the individual to display attributes of common sense, problem solving and a good 

eye; where aesthetics often come through the long term study of art.   

 

So the third route open to the proud owner of a new artwork is ensuring you choose an art logistics or 

Art Collection management company which recognises and develops the careers of its staff internally. 

 

Some Basic Does and Don’ts in Art Installation 
 

Works on paper 

 

Ensure they are not exposed to direct light e.g., sunlight, spotlights (particularly older incandescent 

types) but be aware that all light has the potential to damage art if not correctly mitigated.  Use UV 

glass (recognised by a slight green tint when viewed from an angle) and, where possible, anti 

reflective glass (recognised by a slight purple tint when viewed from an angle).  

 

Avoid sources of excessive heat or cold where possible or constant changes in temperature.  

Traditional UK homes have artworks on paper placed over radiators but contemporary homes have 

hidden heating and cooling system which can radiate or blow directly down walls and cause long term 

effects under constant exposure. Avoiding wet rooms is advisable and saline air unless the artwork is 

properly encased in a conservation frame. 

 

For older works on paper, it’s worth checking to see the quality of the UV protection. Older versions of 

UV protection can degrade and while you are looking, check the mounting mechanism.  Some older 

mounting strips are not acid free and works on paper can be susceptible to damage sometimes 

evident by orange markings on the edge of the paper.  
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In older houses, try to maintain a small and consistent air gap between the rear of the frame and the 

wall. Works are often installed with a small rake (angle) which positions the top of the frame off the 

wall while the base of the frame sits directly to the wall surface. It’s worth placing a small fillet behind 

the base of the artwork frame to lift it off the wall and prevent moisture build up. This is particularly 

important with conservation rendered walls such as lime. 

 

Delicate paint surfaces 

 

Some oils can take a very long time to cure and, in the most extreme examples, barely do at all.  

Impasto works can often be extremely susceptible to being knocked and exposing wet paint 

underneath. This type of work can be far heavier than anticipated and great care should be taken to 

the installation position - to be on walls which can sustain the weight and positions which are not in 

too much of a thoroughfare where bags, coats etc. can knock the surface. 

 

Contemporary finishes can also be extremely susceptible to damage through fingerprints and 

scratching even from delicate surfaces passing and rubbing against them. 

 

Frames 

 

Heavier, historic frames made of oak can have multitudes of issues to consider when installing. Frame 

backs may be fixed together with nothing other than rabbit glue or have existing screws inserted 

which are commonly used because they are already in position. Check the existing screw first as it 

may be fabricated in mild steel which has a chemical reaction to oak and can eat away at the fixing. 

New, stainless steel screws should be used where possible rebinding into the oak in places which do 

not affect any existing provenance.  

  

Hanging frames from the top only and directly to single or two nails on the wall often seems like an 

obvious solution but for heavier frames this often puts too much stress on the frame mitres and the 

top of the frame can buckle under the weight. When handling and lifting heavier frames it is always 

from the sides and the same principal should be applied when installing the work to keep the pressure 

off the mitres.  

 

Walls 

 

Your installation is only as strong as its weakest point.  In modern homes there is a multitude of 

possible plasterboard types which make up the internal wall depending on when the property was 

built and which regulations apply. The anchor point or fitting you choose to insert into the wall for the 

screw may be more than capable of holding the weight of the artwork but the plasterboard wall itself 

may let you down. Great caution should be taken to check the capability of all fixing points from the 

wall to the anchor point and outwards to the screw and choice of metal ware fitting to the frame.  

 

Installing artworks over fireplaces should be treated with care – especially in older Victorian/Georgian 

homes where original brickwork can have crumbled behind contemporary render due to years of 

exposure to heat. When drilling in, the drill may go loose suggesting a crumbling brick. Alternatively 

you could have drilled into the pointing between the brick which is also a potential weak point. The 
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colour of the dust should help establish the issue and a possible rethink of the overall artwork 

position may need to be considered. 

 

In period buildings with wattle and daub surfaces or lathe and plaster – try to spread the weight where 

possible or use surrounding oak timbers, remembering to always use stainless steel fixings to avoid 

chemical reactions between oak and mild steel. Final positions of the artwork may have to vary to 

take account for weight loading onto timbers. 

 

Paul Beatson can be contacted at: 

 

Gallery Support Group 

Tel: 0203 053 0753 

Email: info@gallerysupportgroup.com  
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